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Shadow Music Julie Garwood 2008 When Gabrielle, the last of her
royal line, comes to Scotland to meet the stranger she is betrothed to,
she discovers that the powerful secret she possesses could plunge
the entire highland Scottish kingdom into anarchy.
The Ideal Man Julie Garwood 2011-08-09 A woman’s life and love are
compromised in this pulse-pounding thriller from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Julie Garwood. Dr. Ellie Sullivan has witnessed the
shooting of an FBI agent in pursuit of a ruthless modern-day Bonnie
and Clyde. The only person to see the shooter’s face, Ellie is
suddenly thrust into the center of a criminal investigation
spearheaded by the no-nonsense, by-the-book, and tantalizingly
handsome agent Max Daniels. When the couple is captured, she’ll be
called to testify. But the Landrys have been caught before, and each
time the witnesses are scared into silence—or they disappear. Now
Max vows to be Ellie’s shadow, promising never to leave her side until
the trial. But that could be dangerous for both of them, and it isn’t long

before the sparks—and the bullets—fly.
Parentology Dalton Conley 2014-03-18 An award-winning scientist
offers his unorthodox approach to childrearing: “Parentology is
brilliant, jaw-droppingly funny, and full of wisdom…bound to change
your thinking about parenting and its conventions” (Amy Chua, author
of Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother). If you’re like many parents, you
might ask family and friends for advice when faced with important
choices about how to raise your kids. You might turn to parenting
books or simply rely on timeworn religious or cultural traditions. But
when Dalton Conley, a dual-doctorate scientist and full-blown nerd,
needed childrearing advice, he turned to scientific research to make
the big decisions. In Parentology, Conley hilariously reports the
results of those experiments, from bribing his kids to do math (since
studies show conditional cash transfers improved educational and
health outcomes for kids) to teaching them impulse control by giving
them weird names (because evidence shows kids with unique names
learn not to react when their peers tease them) to getting a
vasectomy (because fewer kids in a family mean smarter kids).
Conley encourages parents to draw on the latest data to rear children,
if only because that level of engagement with kids will produce solid
and happy ones. Ultimately these experiments are very loving, and
the outcomes are redemptive—even when Conley’s sassy kids show
him the limits of his profession. Parentology teaches you everything
you need to know about the latest literature on parenting—with
lessons that go down easy. You’ll be laughing and learning at the
same time.
Slow Burn Julie Garwood 2005-08-30 Every fire begins with a little
heat–and in Slow Burn, bestselling author Julie Garwood provides the
spark, skillfully blending pulse-pounding action, intense emotion, and
characters with grit and heart. The result is an electrifying novel of
romantic suspense that will have readers burning through the pages.
An unpretentious beauty who radiates kindness, Kate MacKenna
doesn’t have a bad bone in her body–or an enemy in the world. So
why are bombs igniting everywhere she goes? The first explosion
brings her face-to-face with a handsome Charleston police detective.
The second sends her into the arms of her best friend’s brother–a
Boston cop who’s a little too reckless and way too charming for

comfort. But Dylan Buchanan won’t let emotion prevent him from
doing his job: Someone is trying to kill Kate, and Dylan is the only one
standing between her and the monster who wants her dead.
Murder List Julie Garwood 2004-08-31 There are few authors who
can weave nail-biting thrills, edge-of-your-seat drama, and romantic
suspense as masterfully as Julie Garwood. Now she ratchets up the
tension with Murder List, in which evil is on the hunt– and proves to
be methodically organized and chillingly successful. When Chicago
detective Alec Buchanan is offered a prime position with the FBI, it is
the perfect opportunity to leave the Windy City and follow in his
brothers’ footsteps to the top echelons of law enforcement. But first
he must complete one last assignment (and one that he is not too
happy about): acting as a glorified bodyguard to hotel heiress Regan
Hamilton Madison. The gorgeous exec has become entangled in
some potentially deadly business. Someone has e-mailed her a
graphic crime-scene photo–and the victim is no stranger. Regan
suspects that the trouble started when she agreed to help a journalist
friend expose a shady self-help guru who preys on lonely, vulnerable
women. In fact, the smooth-as-an-oil-slick Dr. Lawrence Shields may
be responsible for the death of one of his devotees, which was ruled a
suicide. Hoping to find some damning evidence, Regan attends a
Shields seminar. At the gathering, the doctor persuades his guests to
partake in an innocent little “cleansing” exercise. He asks them to
make a list of the people who have hurt or deceived them over the
years, posing the question: Would your world be a better place if
these people ceased to exist? Treating the exercise as a game,
Regan plays along. After ten minutes, Shields instructs the
participants to bring their sheets of paper to the fireplace and throw
them into the flames. But Regan misses this part of the program when
she exits the room to take a call–and barely escapes a menacing
individual in the parking lot. The experience is all but forgotten–until
the first person on Regan’s list turns up dead. Shock turns to horror
when other bodies from the list start to surface, as a harrowing tango
of desire and death is set into motion. Now brutal murders seem to
stalk her every move–and a growing attraction to Alec may
compromise her safety, while stirring up tender emotions she thought
she could no longer feel. Yet as the danger intensifies and a serial

killer circles ever closer, Regan must discover who has turned her
private revenge fantasies into grisly reality.
On Wilder Seas Nikki Marmery 2020-03-16 'A thrilling historical
novel.'David Nicholls'In this gripping tale of true feminine courage,
strength and spirit of adventure, Nikki Marmery gives voice to a
woman who, like so many others, has been written out of history.'
Martine McDonagh'On Wilder Seas is a gripping adventure story of
an extraordinary journey half way around the world by a woman who
was almost completely written out of history. Nikki Marmery brings
Macaia (Maria) vividly to life along with a tremendous crew of
compelling and believable characters, including Drake himself.'
Mandy Haggith'This is a lively, spirited account of the epic voyage
made by Maria, a woman who was a mysterious passenger on
Francis Drake’s Golden Hind...thoroughly researched and vividly
written, with a host of colourful characters. The brutality, horror and
discomfort of life on board a 16th century galleon and the wonders
and dangers that the crew experiences are skilfully evoked.'Sally
O’ReillyApril 1579: When two ships meet off the Pacific coast of New
Spain, an enslaved woman seizes the chance to escape.But Maria
has unwittingly joined Francis Drake’s circumnavigation voyage as he
sets sail on a secret detour into the far north.Sailing into the unknown
on the Golden Hind, a lone woman among eighty men, Maria will be
tested to the very limits of her endurance. It will take all her wits to
survive – and courage to cut the ties that bind her to Drake to pursue
her own journey.How far will Maria go to be truly free?Inspired by a
true story, this is the tale of one woman’s uncharted voyage to
freedom.
Hotshot Julie Garwood 2013-08-06 When a woman’s dream for the
future turns into a nightmare, a handsome FBI agent makes her
vulnerable to more than she ever imagined in this novel from #1 New
York Times bestselling author Julie Garwood. Peyton Lockhart and
her sisters have just inherited Bishop’s Cove, a charming oceanfront
resort. But it comes with a condition: They must run the resort for one
year and show a profit—only then will they own it. Peyton welcomes
the challenge, yet has no idea how many people want to sabotage
her success—including her vindictive cousins and the powerful land
developers who have an eye on the coveted beachfront property. But

when the threats against Peyton escalate into dangerous territory,
she enlists the help of her childhood friend, FBI agent Finn MacBain.
Finn saved her life once before. Peyton has no choice but to trust him
to do it again.
Fast Track Julie Garwood 2014-07-29 A woman’s search to uncover
the truth about her mother ignites danger and passion in this novel
from #1 New York Times bestselling author Julie Garwood. Daddy’s
girl Cordelia Kane is devastated when her father has a serious heart
attack, and the emotion is only intensified by the confusion she feels
when he reveals the shocking truth about her late mother. Desperate
to find answers to her questions about the woman who gave birth to
her, Cordelia hitches a ride to Sydney, Australia, on the company jet
of hotel magnate Aiden Madison, her best friend’s brother. Aiden
wants to help Cordelia, but threats from her wealthy, high-powered
family quickly become dangerous. As sparks fly between them,
multiple attempts are made on Cordelia’s life—and Aiden realizes he
must put a stop to the madness before he loses the thing he values
most.
Sisters of Treason Elizabeth Fremantle 2015-06-30 "SISTERS OF
TREASON, the second novel by Elizabeth Fremantle, is a story of
love, politics and tragedy. Beginning early in Mary Tudor's turbulent
reign, SISTERS OF TREASON explores the lives of a pair of sisters
as dangerously close to the throne as their sister Lady Jane Grey,
who died on the executioner's block at the age of 16, after being
queen for nine days. After Jane's death, Lady Catherine becomes the
focus of plots to thwart Mary Stuart's claim on England's throne.
Catherine is a young woman driven by a compulsive and ultimately
fatal desire to love and be loved. Clever Lady Mary is burdened with a
crooked spine and a tiny stature in an age when physical perfection
equates to goodness and vice versa. Both girls have inherited the
Tudor blood that is more curse than blessing. It is court painter Levina
Teerlinc who helps the girls survive Mary's reign, but when the
Queen's sister, the hot-headed Elizabeth, inherits the crown, the
world at court becomes increasingly treacherous for the Grey girls.
For either girl to marry without the queen's permisison would be a
potentially fatal political act, perceived as a treasonous grab for the
throne, but Elizabeth is unlikely to let either girl ally herself and

become an even more dangerous focus for her enemies. Each young
woman must decide how far she will go to defy her queen and find the
safety and love she longs for"-Grace Under Fire Julie Garwood 2022-07-19 Michael Buchanan will
need every bit of his extensive skill set when he appoints himself as
bodyguard to a woman determined not to need one in this thrilling
new novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Julie Garwood.
Grace Isabel MacKenna has a hundred things to do today. Killing
someone isn't one of them. It is supposed to be a quick visit to Boston
for the Buchanan anniversary party, then on to Scotland to collect an
inheritance. She checks into her hotel and then decides to go for a
brisk walk. But after getting lost, she ends up with a wounded man
stumbling into her arms—and his shooter coming after them both.
When she fires back in self-defense, she doesn’t expect him to drop
dead. After Isabel endures an interrogation by police, she is free to
go, thanks to the Buchanans dispatching former Navy SEAL and now
lawyer Michael Buchanan to assist her. Isabel knows she should be
grateful for Michael’s help, but since she’s harbored an extreme
dislike for him for years, gratitude is difficult to muster. Michael has
appointed himself her de facto guardian, and she’s stuck with him
despite their constant bickering and sizzling attraction. Even when
Isabel goes to Scotland to claim her inheritance, Michael follows
her—but he isn’t the only thing she can’t shake. Mysterious threats
against Isabel surface, and before they can deal with their growing
feelings for each other, Michael and Isabel must first survive.
The Girl They Left Behind Roxanne Veletzos 2019-09-03 A sweeping
historical romance that is “gripping, tragic, yet filled with passion and
hope” (Kate Quinn, New York Times bestselling author), offering a
vivid and unique portrayal of life in war-torn 1941 Bucharest during
World War II and its aftermath—perfect for fans of Lilac Girls and
Sarah’s Key. On a freezing night in January 1941, a little Jewish girl is
found on the steps of an apartment building in Bucharest. With
Romania recently allied with the Nazis, the Jewish population is in
grave danger so the girl is placed in an orphanage and eventually
adopted by a wealthy childless couple who name her Natalia. As she
assimilates into her new life, she all but forgets the parents who were
forced to leave her behind. As a young woman in Soviet Romania,

Natalia crosses paths with Victor—an important official in the
Communist regime that she used to know as an impoverished young
student. Now they are fatefully drawn into a passionate affair despite
the obstacles swirling around them and Victor’s dark secrets. When
Natalia is suddenly offered a one-time chance at freedom, Victor is
determined to help her escape, even if it means losing her. Natalia
must make an agonizing decision: remain in Bucharest with her
beloved adoptive parents and the man she has come to love, or seize
the chance to finally live life on her own terms, and to confront the
painful enigma of her past. The Girl They Left Behind “is a vividly told,
beautifully written, impossible-but-true story” (Helen Bryan,
internationally bestselling author of War Brides) that you won’t soon
forget.
Rebellious Desire Julie Garwood 2010-08-31 Before there was
Downton Abbey, there was Rebellious Desire...in this classic
Regency romance from bestselling author Julie Garwood, an
American heiress must land a titled lord. Of all the dukes in England,
Jered Marcus Benton, the Duke of Bradford, was the wealthiest, most
handsome—and most arrogant. And of all London’s ladies, he wanted
the tender obedience of only one—Caroline Richmond. She was a
ravishing beauty from Boston, with a mysterious past and a fiery
spirit. Drawn to the powerful duke, undeterred by his presumptuous
airs, Caroline was determined to win his lasting love. But Bradford
would bend to no woman—until a deadly intrigue drew them enticingly
close. Now, united against a common enemy, they would discover the
power of the magnificent attraction that brought them together...a
desire born in danger, but destined to flame into love!
Shadow Dance Julie Garwood 2007 Moving between the glamorous
cosmopolitan world of Boston and small-town Texas, a sizzling
romance follows the evolution of the tumultuous relationship between
Jordan Buchanan and Noah Clayborne. Reprint.
Fire and Ice Julie Garwood 2009 Journalist Sophie Rose leaves her
job at a major Chicago newspaper for a small local paper, but when
she stumbles into the middle of a bizarre story, she follows the trail
north to Alaska, accompanied by bodyguard Jack Prescott.
Mercy Julie Garwood 2012-08-28 Attorney Theo Buchanan - brother
of seasoned FBI agent Nick Buchanan, the hero of

HEARTBREAKER - is in New Orleans to receive an award for his
work with the Department of Justice. When he becomes unexpectedly
ill at the gala, a beautiful stranger rushes him to the hospital and
saves his life. The woman - a brilliant surgeon named Michelle
Renard - intrigues Theo, but before he can learn more about her, she
leaves New Orleans and returns to her small clinic in Louisiana. Theo
seeks her out to thank her, but finds more than he bargained for.
When he arrives in the little town of Bowen, he discovers that Michelle
is being followed, her house has been broken into and her clinic
destroyed. Theo is in a position to return the ultimate favour. Michelle
saved his life...now can he save hers?
The Duke's Perfect Wife Jennifer Ashley 2012-04-03 Lady Eleanor
Ramsay is the only one who knows the truth about Hart Mackenzie.
Once his fiancee, she is the sole woman to whom he could ever pour
out his heart. Hart has it all--a dukedom, wealth, power, influence,
whatever he desires. Every woman wants him--his seductive skills are
legendary. But Hart has sacrificed much to keep his brothers safe,
first from their brutal father, and then from the world. He's also
suffered loss--his wife, his infant son, and the woman he loved with all
his heart though he realized it too late. Now, Eleanor has reappeared
on Hart's doorstep, with scandalous nude photographs of Hart taken
long ago. Intrigued by the challenge in her blue eyes--and aroused by
her charming, no-nonsense determination--Hart wonders if his young
love has come to ruin him . . . or save him.
Heartbreaker Julie Garwood 2012-08-28 In the still shadows of the
confessional, the penitent kneels and makes a bone-chilling
disclosure: 'Bless me, Father, for I will sin.' Slowly, tauntingly, the man
describes his murderous past - how he stalked his victim, worked his
way into her life, and then took that life in a violent rage - and his plan
to kill again. Only this time, he has raised the stakes in his twisted
game, daring authorities to catch him if they can. This time, he has
revealed the name of his next intended victim. 'I'm a heartbreaker.
And I do so love a challenge.' Agent Nick Buchanan has come face-toface with society's worst monsters and depraved minds in his work for
one of the FBI's most elite units. He's about to take a much-needed
vacation from his high-stress job, when he's called on to stop the killer
who has mockingly confessed to the deadly crime he's going to

commit. Nick can't refuse - for this time the threat has hit close to
home. The intended victim is his best friend's sister. Soon he is
caught up in an intricate chase with one of the most devious
psychopaths of his career - in a case that suddenly, unexpectedly,
pulls him in like no other.
Sweet Talk Julie Garwood 2012-08-07 An FBI agent and a lawyer are
falling in love—and making a federal case out of it in #1 New York
Times bestselling author Julie Garwood’s hot romantic thriller. When
Special Agent Grayson Kincaid first encounters Olivia MacKenzie,
she makes quite an impression. The beautiful, tough young attorney
has stumbled into the middle of an FBI sting operation and reduced it
to chaos. Olivia has ticked off the wrong guy. He’s FBI. But Olivia is
even more intimidating. She’s IRS. Olivia is on the trail of an
elaborate Ponzi scheme for her own very personal reasons, and her
investigation has enraged some ruthless people and endangered her
life. She’s no stranger to tight situations, but she’s smart enough to
know when to call for help, especially if that help is tall, dark, and
handsome. Together, Grayson and Olivia make a great team to fight
corruption, but they’re also fighting an intense attraction—the one
battle they’re bound to lose.
Come the Spring Julie Garwood 2010-08-31 Julie Garwood triumphed
with her phenomenal For the Roses and her #1 New York Times
bestselling trio of novels, One Pink Rose, One White Rose, and One
Red Rose. Now, she brings her irresistible and heartwarming wit to a
delightful love story featuring the unforgettable frontier family, the
Claybornes of Blue Belle, Montana. Cole Clayborne had always
walked a dark path and flirted with a life of crime. While his three
brothers chose to settle into married life, Cole rebelliously refused to
be tied down. Now, an elusive stranger draws him into a shadowy
chase that will bring unexpected turns to his uncertain future—and
may determine which side of the law the restless Cole favors. A
tragic, heartbreaking loss drives US Marshal Daniel Ryan on a quest
for vengeance—and leads him to a beautiful young woman, the sole
witness to a terrible crime. But the lawman finds that love is the
greatest trial of all as he unwittingly draws her into the line of fire. The
power and drama of their blossoming passion, entwined with the
surprising destiny of the wayward Cole, make Come the Spring a

superbly entertaining adventure inside the heart of “a family whose
love and loyalty will truly inspire” (Romantic Times).
Ransom Julie Garwood 2010-08-31 For fans of Scottish medieval
romances comes this beloved and classic page-turner from #1 New
York Times bestselling author Julie Garwood. In the dark days after
the death of Richard the Lionhearted, lives and lands would fall into
upheaval at the hands of a power-hungry British ruler and his violent
minions. One victim of the scourge is innocent Gillian, who is a mere
child when the cruel and ambitious Baron Alford slaughters her father
and tears her family apart. Alford, determined to recover a jeweled
box for the despotic King John, is furious when the precious treasure
slips through his fingers—only to be lost for more than a decade. Now
a beautiful young woman, Gillian finds the key to resolving her past in
handsome Scottish chieftains Ramsey Sinclair and Brodick
Buchanan. With the cunning and courage of the daring Scotsmen,
and with the friendship of a new ally, Bridgid KirkConnell, Gillian at
last fights the unscrupulous Baron Alford, laying claim to her home,
her family, and her father's reputation. But in the presence of the
mighty warrors, Gillian and Bridgid discover that desire can be a
weapon of conquest, betrayal can slay trust in a heartbeat, and the
greatest risk of all is to surrender to unexpected love.
The Gift Julie Garwood 1991 When the man she had wed as a child
returns to claim her, Sara Winchester finds him arrogant yet
handsome, but she is unaware of his past as the notorious pirate,
Pagan
Shadow Dance Julie Garwood 2007 Moving between the glamorous
cosmopolitan world of Boston and small-town Texas, a sizzling
romance follows the evolution of the tumultuous relationship between
Jordan Buchanan and Noah Clayborne. 300,000 first printing.
Castles Julie Garwood 2011-05-10 Passion and danger abound in
this classic historical romance from #1 New York Times bestselling
author Julie Garwood. Orphaned and besieged, Princess Alesandra
knows that only a hasty marriage to an Englishman can protect her
from the turmoil in her own land. The bold, raven-haired beauty
instantly captivates London society, much to the amusement of her
makeshift guardian, Colin, younger brother of the Marquess of
Cainewood. But when Alesandra is nearly abducted by her

unscrupulous countrymen, Colin knows he must protect her and
offers a marriage that should be in name alone—until their first kiss
ignites a wildfire in his soul. As the lovely princess dashes headlong
into unforseen dangers, Colin will risk his own life to save her and
claim Alessandra as his own—forever...
A Girl Named Summer Julie Garwood 2012-06-26 A timeless
romance from New York Times bestseller Julie Garwood, a tale for
mothers to share with their daughters, and for women to remember
what it feels like to fall in love for the very first time. Summer never
meant to lie. She just wanted to keep the most perfect guy she ever
met interested in her. She had been surprised when David began
hanging out with her every day… and dizzy with happiness when he
kissed her. David seemed to like her uniconventional Irish family,
even her eccentric Grandpa. Everything was going great - until Ann
entered the picture. She collected boys like trophies. How could
Summer compete with someone like that? Before she knew it,
Summer was boasting to David about her passion for long-distance
running. She never dreamed he'd enter them in a six-mile race.
Summer dreaded the moment when he would discover the truth: she
couldn't run six blocks. And the flirtatious Ann was already working on
David. Then Summer's Grandpa came up with a plan that was just
crazy enough to save the day….
Girl in a Cage Jane Yolen 2008-08-11 As English armies invade
Scotland in 1306, eleven-year-old Princess Marjorie, daughter of the
newly crowned Scottish king, Robert the Bruce, is captured by
England's King Edward Longshanks and held in a cage on public
display.
Killjoy Julie Garwood 2002-09-17 In this breathless new novel, Julie
Garwood has written her most electrifying thriller to date. Avery
Delaney has always tried to put the past far behind her. Abandoned
by her rapacious, conniving mother when she was only three days
old, Avery was raised by her grandmother and beloved aunt Carolyn.
Then, when she was eleven, she witnessed her grandmother’s violent
death, before Avery herself was shot and left for dead. Miraculously
she survived. The man responsible is serving time in a Florida prison.
This traumatic experience propels Avery into a life of law and order.
Her razor-sharp mind and ability to gather data and decipher

evidence has made Avery an expert crime analyst for the FBI. But
soon she will have to use every one of her adroit skills on a case that
hits painfully close to home. Avery’s workaholic aunt, Carolyn Salvetti,
is certain her (hopefully soon-to-be ex) husband sent her the gold
embossed reservation to the posh Utopia Spa in the mountains of
Colorado. At first she is resistant, but then figures it will be a welcome
respite from the cutthroat advertising business, not to mention a
networking extravaganza. Plus she persuades her niece to join her for
the two weeks of luxury and decadence. But Carolyn never makes it
to Utopia. Under false pretenses, she is taken to an isolated retreat by
a handsome stranger with a dazzling smile, suave demeanor, and the
darkest of motives. His name is Monk, a hired assassin. Now, with
scant clues and fewer resources, Avery must track down and save
Carolyn—and outmaneuver a brilliant killer who is part of an elaborate
plot of madness and lethal vengeance.
Nightwork Nora Roberts 2022-05-24 #1 New York Times bestselling
author Nora Roberts introduces an unforgettable thief in an
unputdownable new novel... Greed. Desire. Obsession. Revenge . . .
It’s all in a night’s work. Harry Booth started stealing at nine to keep a
roof over his ailing mother’s head, slipping into luxurious, empty
homes at night to find items he could trade for precious cash. When
his mother finally succumbed to cancer, he left Chicago—but kept up
his nightwork, developing into a master thief with a code of honor and
an expertise in not attracting attention?or getting attached. Until he
meets Miranda Emerson, and the powerful bond between them
upends all his rules. But along the way, Booth has made some
dangerous associations, including the ruthless Carter LaPorte, who
sees Booth as a tool he controls for his own profit. Knowing LaPorte
will leverage any personal connection, Booth abandons Miranda for
her own safety—cruelly, with no explanation—and disappears. But
the bond between Miranda and Booth is too strong, pulling them
inexorably back together. Now Booth must face LaPorte, to truly free
himself and Miranda once and for all.
Mackenzie's Pleasure Linda Howard 2016-06-13 A fan-favorite tale of
romance and suspense from New York Times bestselling author
Linda Howard Navy SEAL Zane Mackenzie was a pro. No mission
had ever gotten the better of him—until now. Saving the

ambassador's gorgeous daughter, Barrie Lovejoy, had been
textbook—except for their desperate night of passion. And though his
job as a soldier had ended with her freedom, his duties as a husband
had only just begun. For he would sooner die than let the enemy
harm the mother of his child. Previously published.
For the Roses Julie Garwood 1996-02-01 Discovered abandoned as
a baby in a New York City alley and raised by the Clayborne brothers,
four urchin boys, Mary Rose Clayborne remains fiercely loyal to her
misfit family until an English lord reveals a shocking secret that sends
her into a confrontation with her past. Reissue.
Saladin John Man 2016-04-05 In this authoritative biography,
historian John Man brings Saladin and his world to life with vivid detail
in "a rollicking good story" (Justin Marozzi). Saladin remains one of
the most iconic figures of his age. As the man who united the Arabs
and saved Islam from Christian crusaders in the twelfth century, he is
the Islamic world's preeminent hero. A ruthless defender of his faith
and brilliant leader, he also possessed qualities that won admiration
from his Christian foes. But Saladin is far more than a historical hero.
Builder, literary patron, and theologian, he is a man for all times, and
a symbol of hope for an Arab world once again divided. Centuries
after his death, in cities from Damascus to Cairo and beyond, to the
Arabian Peninsula and the Gulf, Saladin continues to be an
immensely potent symbol of religious and military resistance to the
West. He is central to Arab memories, sensibilities, and the ideal of a
unified Islamic state. John Man charts Saladin's rise to power, his
struggle to unify the warring factions of his faith, and his battles to
retake Jerusalem and expel Christian influence from Arab lands.
Saladin explores the life and enduring legacy of this champion of
Islam while examining his significance for the world today.
Honor's Splendour Julie Garwood 2010-08-31 This classic historical
romance from New York Times bestselling author Julie Garwood
follows a beautiful lady in need of rescue from a knight in shining
armor—but gets an alpha warrior instead. In the feuding English
court, gentle Lady Madelyne suffered the cruel whims of her ruthless
brother, Baron Louddon. Then, in vengeance for a bitter crime, Baron
Duncan of Wexton—the Wolf—unleashed his warriors against
Louddon. Exquisite Madelyne was the prize he catured...but when he

gazed upon the proud beauty, he pledged to protect her with his life.
In his rough-hewn castle, Duncan proved true to his honor. But when
at last their noble passion conquered them both, she surrendered with
all her soul. Now, for love, Madelyne would stand fast...as bravely as
her Lord, the powerful Wolf who fought for...Honor’s Splendour.
All The Queen's Men Linda Howard 2012-12-11 John Medina is a
living legend with the CIA, a shadowy specialist in Black Ops, those
operations that are never openly funded, and the details of which
never see the light of day. Only few people inside the CIA know him
on sight, while foreign governments offer bounties for him, dead or
alive. Neima Burdock is a communications specialist for the CIA who
retired from field work after the death of her husband, also an agent
and under orders from John Medina. When Niema is needed in an
arms deal operation headed by John she is extremely reluctant to
take the job but her director convinces her. Niema and John enter the
underground world of an international arms dealer and its many
dangerous and glamorous intrigues. They discover a passion for each
other, but will they survive the race to evade the people who are
trying to kill them and transmit the documents they have managed to
steal?
Wired Julie Garwood 2017-07-04 A beautiful computer hacker and a
bad-boy FBI agent must collaborate—in more ways than one—in this
sexy, suspenseful novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Julie Garwood. Allison Trent doesn't look like a hacker. In fact, when
she's not in college working on her degree, she models on the side.
But behind her gorgeous face is a brilliant mind for computers and her
real love is writing—and hacking—code. Her dream is to write a new
security program that could revolutionize the tech industry. Hotshot
FBI agent Liam Scott has a problem: a leak deep within his own
department. He needs the skills of a top-notch hacker to work on a
highly sensitive project: to secretly break into the FBI servers and find
out who the traitor is. But he can't use one of his own. He finds the
perfect candidate in Allison. Only, there's one problem—she wants
nothing to do with his job and turns him down flat. What Liam doesn't
know is that Allison is hiding secrets that she doesn't want the FBI to
uncover. But Liam will do nearly anything to persuade her to join his
team, even break a few rules if that's what it takes. A temptation that

could put his job—and both of their futures—on the line...
Sharp Edges Jayne Ann Krentz 2010-09-07 Love’s passionate snags
get the smooth touch in this sparkling masterpiece from Jayne Ann
Krentz! She put her art on the line—and her heart in his hands...
Eugenia Swift is a young woman of singular sensibilities, and a
connoisseur of beauty. As director of the Leabrook Glass Museum,
she’s been asked to travel to Frog Cove Island—an artistic haven
near Seattle—to catalog an important collection of art glass. But
thanks to unsavory rumors surrounding the collector’s death, the
museum insists that Eugenia take along Cyrus Chandler Colfax—a
rough-hewn private investigator whose taste in glass runs to ice-cold
bottles filled with beer. When Colfax declares they must pose as a
couple, Eugenia protests in a manner as loud as his Hawaiian shirts.
But now their very lives depend on the most artful collaboration they
can imagine. For a killer is lurking among Frog Cove’s chic galleries,
and if anyone sees through their marital masquerade, their own
secret agendas—as well as their plans for survival—may be smashed
to smithereens!
Kiss Me While I Sleep Linda Howard 2004 If you sense someone's
watching you from afar, or if you feel a shadow other than your own at
your back. Follow your instincts ... your're in danger. It's a job that
makes a killing. Efficient, professional, and without apology, Lily
Mansfield is a hired assassin, working as a contract agent for the CIA.
Her targets are the powerful and corrupt, those who can't be touched
by the law.
Killjoy Julie Garwood 2002 FBI profiler Avery Delaney becomes
involved in a case that hits close to home when her workaholic aunt
accepts the offer from her soon-to-be-ex-husband of a vacation at a
posh spa in the Colorado mountains, only to vanish mysteriously
before reaching thes
Untraceable Laura Griffin 2009-11-24 Discover the Tracers series
with this first book featuring Alex Lovell—an expert who helps her
clients “disappear”—until she finds herself in the middle of a homicide
investigation as the next victim. With a “fast pace, tight plotting, terrific
mystery, sharp dialogue, fabulous characters” (Allison Brennan, New
York Times bestselling author), this is white-knuckled thrill ride.
Private investigator Alexandra Lovell uses computer skills and

cunning to help clients drop off the radar and begin new lives in
safety. Melanie Bess, desperate to escape her abusive cop husband,
was one of those clients. But when Melanie vanishes for real, Alex
fears the worst, and sets out to discover what happened. Using every
resource she can get her hands on—including an elite team of
forensic scientists known as the Tracers, and a jaded, sexy Austin PD
detective—Alex embarks on a mission to uncover the truth. As far as
homicide cop Nathan Deveraux is concerned, no body means no
case. But as much as he wants to believe that Alex’s hunch about
Melanie’s murder is wrong, his instincts—and their visceral
attraction—won't let him walk away. As a grim picture of what really
happened begins to emerge, Nathan realizes this investigation runs
deeper than they could ever have guessed. And each step nearer the
truth puts Alex in danger of being the next to disappear.
Mercy Julie Garwood 2001-09-11 From the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Heartbreaker comes a thrilling novel of passion
and obsession featuring attorney Theo Buchanan. Like his FBI agent
brother Nick, Theo Buchanan is devoted to his crime-fighting career.
Unlike his brother, he works the other side of the desk as an
esteemed Justice Department attorney and rarely sees on-the-field
action—until he comes to the aid of Dr. Michelle Renard, a beautiful
and brilliant surgeon in Bowen, Louisiana, who recently saved his
own life. Michelle’s medical clinic has been vandalized, and the
investigation uncovers a deadly ring of criminals bent on preserving
their secrecy at any cost. They call themselves the Sowing Club: four
white-collar professionals whose sophisticated crimes have amassed
millions of dollars in a Cayman Islands bank account. The group is
bound by a pact to leave the cash untouched until they accumulate a
certain amount, but their leader, John, is distracted by and nearly
bankrupt from his wife's grave illness. Knowing what must be done,
John turns to his three friends to mercy-kill his wife, but the line
between mercy and murder quickly vanishes.... As the relentless and
cold-blooded Sowing Club sets out to silence Michelle, the one
person who has information that could destroy them, Theo confronts
the lies, greed, and evil that bind the lethal foursome—and risks more
than he ever has before. Michelle saved his life...now can he save

hers?
Sizzle Julie Garwood 2009-12-29 #1 New York Times bestselling
author Julie Garwood’s trademark mix of dazzling love stories,
unforgettable characters, and riveting suspense never fails to keep
readers turning the pages late into the night. In red-hot Sizzle, she
turns up the heat even higher. Lyra Prescott, a Los Angeles film
student, is closing in on graduation and dives into work on her final
filmmaking assignment: a documentary transformed by a twist of fate
into a real-life horror film. While working on her project, a rash of
mysterious incidents convince Lyra that she’s trapped in a sinister
scenario headed for a violent ending. Running scared, she turns to
her best friend, Sidney Buchanan, whose connections bring devilishly
handsome FBI agent Sam Kincaid into Lyra’s life. As the noose of
intrigue tightens, the passion between Lyra and Sam escalates with
dangerous intensity. With the rugged FBI agent beside her, Lyra must
learn to let down her defenses and follow her heart—even if that
leads to deadly peril. “Sizzle most satisfying . . . If a book has Julie
Garwood’s name on it, it’s guaranteed to be a meticulously written,
well thought-out, and thoroughly engaging story.”—Sun Journal
Dangerous Freedom Lawrence Scott 2020-05-19 The prize-winning
Trinidadian novelist imagines the real life of Dido Belle, the mixed
race girl brought up in the aristocratic home of England's Lord Chief
Justice at the end of the 18th century. A radical and moving portrayal
of how Dido, now a wife and mother, engages with the traumas of the
past and present in particular the mystery of her moth
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